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Zariski Rings and Flatness of Completion 
F. VAN OYSTAEYEN 
AND 
E. WEXLER-KREINDLER 
We relate flatness and faithful flatness of the completion to the comparison and 
Zariskian property rcsp. of the filtration. Some applications have been included. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Noetherian commutative rings with an I-adic filtration, where I is an 
ideal contained in the Jacobson radical, are called (commutative) Zariski 
rings. In [LVO2] it has been shown that the most plausible definition of 
noncommutative Zariski rings may be given in terms of suitable conditions 
on the Rees ring associated to the filtration of the ring considered. In this 
note we mainly focus on filtered rings with a separated filtration such that 
the associated graded ring is left Noetherian. Such filtrations will be 
Zariskian exactly when the completed ring is faithfully flat as a right 
module. The flatness property of the completion corresponds then exactly 
to the comparison condition for the filtration; this is an Artin -Rees type 
condition on the filtration introduced in [B2, p. X7]. Even on the Weyl 
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algebras it is possible to define filtrations with Noetherian associated 
graded ring and satisfying the comparison conditions but not the Zariskian 
condition. hence the corresponding completion will be flat but not faith- 
fully flat as a right module. We provide some applications to the theory of 
microlocalization in the situation where only the comparison condition is 
assumed. Furthermore, consideration of the flatness properties of comple- 
tion allows us to establish that Zariskian filtrations are nothing but the 
radical filtrations introduced in [AVVO] ;ts was already conjectured (but 
hitherto unproved) after the introduction of radical filtrations. 
1. PRELIMINARIES. NO~AIIONS, AND CONVFNTIO%S 
For details on graded and filtered rings we refer to [NVOI], or 
[NVOI]. Let us just recall that the filtrations we consider on a ring R 
are given by an ascending chain of additive subgroups F,,R of R. II E LS’, 
such that l!,,F,, R = R and I E F;, R, F,, RF,,, R c F,, + ,,, R for II. 111 E J7. The 
associated graded ring of the filtration FR will be denoted by G(R), hence 
for 17 E Z7 G(R),, = F,,R/F,, , R. The z-graded G’(R)-module associated to a 
filtration FM on an R-module M will bc denoted by G(M). A filtered 
morphism ,f’: ‘21 + : 2’ between filtered R-modules 1!4 and :I: is an R-linear 
map satisfying /‘( F,,,V) c F,,:Y for all II E 27. We say that /’ is strict if 
f’(F,,M)=,f’(:~)n~,,:Zil)= /‘(M)nF,,h’ for all HEJ! and it is clear how to 
define a strict exact sequence of filtered modules. A canonical inclusion 
M’ 4 M, resp. epimorphism M + M”. is strict exactly then when the filtra- 
tion on M’. say FM’. resp. FM” 011 M”. is the filtration induced by FM. 
Recall from [NVOI] that ;1 filt-free R-module ;2{ is not just :t free 
R-module equipped with a filtration: in fact ;I4 is lilt-free when it is the 
direct sum (as a filtered object) of copies of shifts of R where the n-shift of 
R is obtained by viewing the left R-module R with filtration F,a T,,R = 
F p , ,, R for all p E 27. A module A4 is said to be ,fi’/tyfinitrl~~ generated. or 
equivalently FM is said to be a good ,fi/tr.rrtion, if there exist elements 
tn,, . . . . tn,. E M and ri, , . . . . rl, E z such that for all n E g we have F,,M = 
F,, <,, R ttl, + + F,, <,, ttt,, i.e., when there is given a strict epimorphism 
of some filt-free R-module L of finite rank to M, 71: L + M + 0 say. 
The Rrrs ring of FR is the H-graded ring R = @ ,,i ,: F,, R. If we view 
1 E F, R as an element of R, then we denote it by .Y. Recall from [AVVO] 
that r?:XR? G(R), R/( 1 PX)R~ R, and R,,,,? R[X. X ‘1 moreover the 
category R-filt of filtered R-modules and filtered morphisms is equivalent 
to the subcategory 3, of X-torsion-free graded k-submodules in R-gr. To 
a filtered R-module M there corresponds a graded X-torsion-free j?-module 
iii? O,,..” bY,‘,,M. In this correspondence the R-modules with good filtra- 
tion correspond exactly to the finitely generated R-modules in R-gr that are 
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X-torsion-free. The filtration FR is said to be (left) Zcrrkkim, or R is said 
to be a (left) Zariski (filtered) ring, if ~ is (left) Noetherian and 
F , R c J( F,, R), where J( - ) denotes the Jacobson radical. The latter con- 
dition may be replaced by the equivalent condition XE JR( k) where J”( ~ ) 
denotes the graded Jacobson radical of the graded ring as introduced in 
[NV01 1. For a detailed study of Zariski rings the reader may consult 
(LVO2]. 
A z-filtered ring R is said to satisfy the l~/i conzpurison condition (on 
finitely generated left ideals) if for every left ideal I = x:‘= , R.u, there is an 
integer CE z such that for all II E z: F,, R n Ic Cf~ , F,, + I R.u,, cf. [B2, 
p. 871. Note that we will assume throughout that ull,fi’ltrution.s cm.si&rc~d 
o11 u ririg R art’ xpurateci. i.e., n,, c *1 F,, R = 0. 
To a filtered ring R, resp. module M. we may associate the completion 
i? = I&,, R.IF,, R, resp. fi = l&, M!F,,M, where l? is again a ring and 16 is 
an d-module and k has a filtration PA? that makes it into a filtered 
/?-module. In general the properties of the completion functor or not too 
nice, it is our aim to establish the good behaviour of A under some 
suitable conditions on the filtrations considered. 
We conclude this preliminary section with some properties of filtrations 
of tensor products that are well-known in principle but may deserve a 
separate mentioning just to fix ideas. 
Take ,YE R-filt and ME filt-R (the latter being the category of filtered 
right R-modules. The tensor product .I!@,< N may be endowed with the 
filtration F,,(:MO,~~)=Z,_,.;,,~,MOF,,V, /‘t/T. where F,iCI@FSI% 
denotes the a-submodule of M@, ,Y generated by all nz@rl with ~1 E F,M 
and II E F, ,Y. 
2. FLATNESS VERSUS FI.ATNESS OF .rHE ASSOCIATED GRADED MODULE 
2.1. PROPOSITIOTX.. Let B he u ,fi’ltrrd ring tcith jiltruth FB und c’on- 
sirkr u suhring A of’ B cwrk~tz~~l \,,ith tl7r induced ,filtration FA giwn h!, 
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F,, A = F,, B n A ,fhr arm n E Z. Assumr thut the ,filtered ring B .sutisfks thr 
,following cwditi0n.s: 
( 1 ) Go0dfi:ltrution.s ure .sepuruterl. 
(2) FA sutkfies the rompurison condition. 
(3) The right G(A)-moclult~ G(B) ixflut. 
Then B i.v u ,flut right A-moduk. 
Proof: Take a finitely generated left ideal L of R and define any good 
filtration F”‘L on L. From the comparison condition on FA it follows that 
F”‘L is equivalent to the induced filtration F”‘L = L n FA, cf. [WI. From 
Lemma 1.2 it follows that F”‘(BO 4 L) is a good filtration on BO, L and 
also that F”‘( BO, L) is equivalent to it. Hence by (l), F”‘(B@,, L) is 
separated, but then the same holds for F”‘( B@,, L). Since F’“‘L is induced 
by FA on L we have a strict exact sequence in A-filt: 0 + L 1 A. There- 
fore the associated sequence in G(A )-gr is exact too: 0 + G(L) T> G(A). 
Lemma 1.1 and the flatness of G(B) assumed in (3) entail the existence of 
an exact commutative diagram of graded G(A)-modules: 
O- W)O,;,,,,W)loi;i;f G(B)@.,,,, G(A) 
I 
‘21 H. I 1 
I 
qtH.A, 
Gw(BO, L) m: G(B@, il) 
I I 
0 0. 
Consequently G( 1 @ i) is injective. Now suppose that i @ i is not injective. 
say, O+ T+ BOn L ,@, ’ BO, A, TfO. 
Then we may endow T with the filtration induced on it by F”‘(B@, L) 
and write FT for this filtration. Since G( I @i) is injective we then have 
0 = G(T) c G,c,(B@, L). But as F”‘( BOq L) is a separated filtration, 
T= 0 follows from G(T) = 0 and so we arrive at a contradiction. Of course 
the injectivity of 1 @i amounts to the flatness of B as a right A-module. 1 
In order to be able to lift the faithful flatness property we have to impose 
a further condition on FR, in fact the “radical” condition F , R c J(F,, R) 
will do perfectly. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Let A und B he us in the ,forqyCng proposition hldt 
noH’ u.ssume,firthermore that F , R c J( F,, R) und thut G(B) i.s,fuit@li?~ flut 
over G(R), then B is ,fhithjiilly .flut owr R. 
Proof: Let M be any finitely generated A-module. We may endow A4 
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with a good liltration FM, say by giving a strict epimorphism 
L d M + 0 defined on some filt-free A-module of finite rank. Put 
Ker E = K and if we endow K with the filtration FK induced by FL on K 
then we have a strict exact sequence of filtered A-modules 
O-+K+LAM+O. 
The strict exactness of this sequence of filtered morphisms entails the exact- 
ness of 
0 + G(K) + G(L) 3 G(M) + 0. 
Applying Proposition 2.1 we may derive the exact sequence of B-modules 
O+B@, K+B@, L+B@,M+O. 
Suppose that B@, M=O then B@, KE B@, L and we arrive at the 
following exact commutative diagram of G( B)-modules: 
0 0 
I ! I 
O+ G(B@., K) + G(BO, L) 4 G(BO 4 M) 
I I I 
0 0 0. 
Thus G(B) @G(A) G(M) = 0 and by the faithful flatness of G(B) this leads to 
G(M) = 0 and M = 0. So B is faithfully flat as desired. 1 
In the next section we apply these results in the situation R c I?. 
3. FLATNESS OF COMPLETION 
3.1. LEMMA. Consider un exact .seyuenct~ in R,fi:lt: L L M 2 N and 
.supposr that either one qf’ the ,fbllo~~~ing conditions holds: 
(i) L i MA N is strict eract, 
(ii) FL, FM, und FN are good ,filtrutions and R sutisfk the c’om- 
parison condition. 
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ProoJ. A consequence of [NV02, Chap. D. Theorem 111.8]. 1 
ProoJ: (1 ) Since FR is separated we may identify R as a filtered sub- 
ring of f? such that FR is in fact induced by Fk Our assumptions imply 
that Fk is Zariskian (see also Example 3 in [LVO2]) and hence it follows 
from Proposition 2.1 that /? is a flat right R-module (observe that 
G(k)=G(R)). 
(2)(a) Follows from Proposition 2.2. 
(b) Consider any finitely generated R-module M. Endow M with 
some good filtration FM. Look at an arbitrary R-submodule N of M. Since 
Fl? is Zariskian, I? is Noetherian and therefore the I?-submodule !?@,? ,% 
of the finitely generated R-module I?@, M is also finitely generated. Pick 
.Y , , . . . . .x, E N such that 1 @ .Y, . . . . . I 0 X, generate R 0 K N as an R-module. 
Then :li’ = R.Y, + ‘. + R.u, satisfies d OK (N/N’) = 0 but this yields N = ,v’ 
by the faithfulness of f? over R. Consequently N is finitely generated and 
it follows that R is Noetherian. 
(c) Consider ME R-tilt with good filtration FM. Let this good filtra- 
tion FM be given by a strict exact sequence L 2 M + 0 where L is filt- 
free of finite rank. Since R is Noetherian Ker i: = K will be a finitely 
generated R-module and so we may define a good filtration FK on K such 
that the canonical inclusion 0 4 K A L is a filtered map of degree zero 
(first define a good filtration on K then apply a shift in order to make i of 
degree zero). We arrive at an exact sequence of filtered morphisms: 
0 + K i, L & M + 0. In view of Lemma 3.l(ii) it follows that the 
following sequence is exact in I?-filt: 0 + K 2 i + I6 --* 0. Now consider 
the canonical maps (p,,, : fi --f A, (ph : K + g. and the maps x ,1 : 
K@.M-,Q, ((@m)t+<cp,,(m), and #zh.: k@,< K-k, (q@k)~qcp~(K) 
for <, q E d and nz E M. h-~ K. The following diagram is exact and com- 
mutative in d-mod: 
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Clearly. xK and x,,, then have to be epimorphisms and then aM is an 
isomorphism, completing the proof. 1 
Let us now look at some applications in the theory of microlocalizations; 
for some recent results on the algebraic theory of microlocalization the 
reader may consult [AVVO, W]. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let S he II multiplicutit:rl~~ closed of R such thut a(S) is 
u regulur Ore set of G( R) (recull that to an s E F,, R - F,, , R H’P correspond 
the principal s~whol CJ(.Y) E G(R),, /I?, putting a(s) = .Y mod F,, , R) und let R 
he as in Theorem 3.2. Then the microlocukation Q’;.(R) of R at S is LI jlut 
right R-moduk. 
Proo/: Since g(S) is a regular Ore set of G(R) it follows from [LVOl, 
Lemma 3.91 that the canonical map Qn: R + Q!;.(R) is injective and hence 
FR is induced by FQI$ R). Note that G(Qi;(R)) 2 a(S) ‘G(R) is 
Noetherian by assumption hence [LVO2, Example 31 shows that Fe!{.(R) 
is Zariskian because it is complete. Then Proposition 2.1 finishes the 
proof. i 
3.4. Note. In [W, AVVO] there have been given two different 
approaches to an algebraic theory of microlocalization; both set-ups lead 
to establishing the Ore conditions for S only assuming that a(S) is a 
regular Ore set in the left Noetherian ring G(R) (plus comparison condi- 
tion on R in [W] and the Zariskian condition in [AVVO]). The above 
proposition may be given a different treatment according to the different 
approaches mentigned above (in fact there is a third approach through the 
Rees ring w and R but we leave this as an exercise for those familiar with 
[AVVO]); we mention this other method because it has some intrinsic 
interest. 
3.5. PROPOSITION. Let R he a ,filtered ring satisfi~ing the left comparison 
condition. [f S is u lqji Ore such that a(S) is u rrguhr (left und right) tnulti- 
plicutiw set in G(R) then the ,filtered ring S- ’ R .sutisfies the left compcrrison 
condition. 
Proqf: Let J be a finitely generated S ‘R left ideal; then we may write 
J=S ‘R..u, + ... +S ‘R.-Y,, for certain .Y,E R, i= I, ,,., n and put 
I = R.u, + + Rs,,, i.e., J= S ‘I. On S ‘R we may define the canonical 
filtration (cf. [W]) with order function 6 given by I1’(s ‘.u) = I%(S) - M(.T), 
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where 11’ is the order function with respect to FR. Since R satisfies the 
left comparison condition we may pick c E z such that In F,,R c 
C:‘=, F,, + ( R. s, for all p E L. 
Takes ‘.YEJ~F,,(S ‘R). Then x~lnF,,+,,(,,Rc~::‘~, F,,+,,.,,,+,R.s, 
and s ‘.Y=x;‘m, s ‘cI,.Y, with ~((1,) ~ II.(S) = E(s ‘[I,) 6 p + c. Therefore 
.s ‘.YEC;=, F,,+,(S ‘R).r,. 1 
3.6. COROLLARY. Let R he u filtered ring such thut G(R) is icfi 
Noetherian and R sutisjies the I& compurison condition. Let S he a lcfi Ow 
set of R such thut a(S) is rrgulur (kff und right) in G(R). The microloculizu- 
tion Qy( R) is u ,jlut right R-module. 
Proqf: By the proposition S ‘R satisfies the left comparison condition, 
and it is well-known that S ‘R is a flat right R-module. Knowing that 
Q:;(R) is just the completion of S- ‘R at the filtration defined above, 
we may apply Theorem 3.2( 1) to derive that Q;.(R) is a flat right 
S ‘R-module and thus also as an R-module. 1 
3.7. Note. (a) The structure of Q;.(R) as (S ‘R)^ appeared in 
[AVVO, W] based on completely different methods. 
(b) Since Rci l? we have Q’;(R)G Q:;(R), but since Rq Q;<.(R) 
(because of the regularity condition on a(S)) and the completeness of 
Q;;(R), we obtain R 4 Q!;(R) and so Q!;(d) 2 Q:(R). Since f? is (left) 
Zariskian, Q;;.(R) is a flat right d-module, so in any case where R is a flat 
right R-module we will have that Q;.(R) is a flat right R-module too. 
(c) With hypothesis as in Proposition 3.3 (or also as in 
Corollary 3.6) we have the following. Put S,,, = (r E R. o(r) E a(S) i, then 
Q:;(R) = Q’;,,<,(R) = (L’W. 
Proc$ It rc S,,, then a(r) is invertible in a(S) ‘G(R). Since R is 
Zariskian and G(Qg(R)) = a(S) ‘G(R) it follows that r is invertible in 
Q!;(A) = Q:;.(A) (uses F , R c J( F,,i)! ). The universal property of microlo- 
calization yields A cs Q;;,,,( A ) cs Q;<.( A ) and therefore the first equality 
follows. The second equality is known, cg., [W, AVVO]. 
At this point let us consider an example and apply our techniques to a 
filtration on the Weyl algebras. 
Let A ,,+,(@)=A,,+, be the Weyl algebra in variables x,, . . . . s,,, t, 
D.u, , . . . . Ds,,, Dt and define a z-filtration F by putting ord, (t) = ~ 1, 
ord,(Dt) = 1 while So and D.u, will have order 0 for all k = 1, . . . . n. The 
associated graded ring for FA,, + , is A,, , , so it is not commutative. 
Furthermore, the filtration FA,, + , is not Zariskian 1 + t’ Dt is not inver- 
tible although t’ Dt E F , A,, , , (see [B2]); at lot. cit. it is also mentioned 
that FA,,, , satisfies the comparison condition. 
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Few things seem to be known about a,, + , for FA,, + , , so the following 
corollary of our foregoing results has some independent interest: 
3.8. PROPOSITION. Thr conzpletion a,, + , of’ A,, + , ~irh respect to tlzr 
,filtrrrtion FA,, + , is a,flat right A,, f ,- tnotlulr (hut it is not ,firithfullj, ,flut ). 
Let us present a slight generalization of this result. Consider a left 
Noetherian domain of characteristic zero, A say and let A[X] be the poly- 
nomial ring over A. Let R = A[X] [ Y, O] be the ring of differential polyno- 
mials with coefficients in the indeterminate Y and D being the derivation 
“at A”’ of A[X]. So we have YX=XY+ 1. l’f’(X)=,f‘(X)Y+Qf’(.k”) for 
,f~ A [Xl. Obviously, R is a left Noetherian domain. We endow R with the 
z-gradation (similar to the one on A,(K) for a field of characteristic zero) 
by giving X degree ~ 1 and Y degree + 1, cf. [D]. i.e., for 17 E B, 
R,=Z, r-t, AX’Y’ where i 3 0, ,j 3 0. Now we have a separated z-filtration 
FR defined by F,, R = @ ,,, s,, R,,, and the associated graded ring G(R) = R. 
We may view the principal symbols of elements of R again as elements of 
R. The filtration FR fails to be Zariskian and we establish further that it 
satisfies the (left) comparison condition. 
Take ,I‘# 0 in R, say /‘= f,, + ... + I,, where ,f;,, are homogeneous of 
degree p, in R. Let the order function associated to FR be denoted by H’, 
so H*(J) = p, if p, < .. < p,-, and ~(0) = -x. One easily verifies that 
n,(,fk) = it, + nj g) for f; g E R - [O). 
Proof: Consider I= I:- , &f;, ,f; # 0. For 0 #II = xi=, g,,f; with R, E R 
we have that H’( II) = sup { U( R,) + 11.( /;), i = 1, . . . . .s) = 11’ yields H( K,) + 
lljf;) < 11’ for all .j= 1, . . . . .P hence h E xlP , F,, +, RF, for c = sup ( - ~tff;). 
I < j<s). 
Suppose now first that al1.f; are homogeneous. 
If uj11) < sup { V( 8,) + ~t,(,f;), 1 < i 6 .Y) then Cl_, G,,f’, = 0 where G, is 
the principal symbol of g,. Then we obtain /z=C:-, (g,-- G,) f;. 
lt.( g, ~ G,) < IV( g,). IV(~) d sup ; w( g, ~ G,) + ufj;) 1. 
For h # 0, there exist elements h,~ R such that h = x;=, 11, f;. where 
11, = g, - 2, and jj, denoting the sum of the homogeneous components of g, 
of degree larger than n(h,), and such that N.(A) = sup (~rjh,) + I, 
1 < i < .F). Therefore we have that h E C;= 1 F,,(,,,+, .f; with (‘= sup{ - ~tjf;), 
i= I . . . . . s) and this establishes the left comparison condition with respect 
to the graded finitely generated left ideals of R. 
Now let the,!; be arbitrary, i.e.. non-homogeneous, and decompose them 
as .fi = L. ,I, + . + .A. ,,, + l,. i = 1, . . . . .Y, where r, 3 0 and we assume that only 
nonzero components have been written. From h = 2: , R, x:, o 1;. ,,r ,, and 
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using the argument given before for homogeneous elements, we arrive at 
II x z;=, Il,,f; with \r*(h) = sum{ N$/z,) + ,I.(,/; ,,, + ,.), 1 6 i< .s. 0 ,< r ,< r, ). Put 
i = sup ( - ll$f;. ,,, , ) then H,(/I,) 6 11x(11) + c and therefore x:=, F,,+, ef; 
contains In F,, R for all p E Z, as desired. 1 
3. IO. COROI.LARY. With notutions und uxsumptions us in the proposition, 
the completion I? of R ut FR is u,flut right R-moduk (hut not ,f~it~fidl~,flut ).
It is possihlc to dcjscrihe the elements of’ this completion, in ,fkt, ewys non- 
3ero element fE k is giwri us ,f’= C,: o s,,(X) Y” rthew .s,,( X) E A [ [Xl] ure 
.serie.s ,~~ith cot<ff!cirnts in A such thut II + Cjs,,) tends to ~ ‘y-1, us n tends to 
+ ‘cc, C king the order fimction on A [[Xl] d eL weti,fkm 1 the order~fktion 
on d: i?(C,‘~-,, u X’)= -inf(i,lI,EA- (0) 1. 
Let us now return to the situation as it was after Theorem 3.2. We aim 
to investigate the consequences of the assumption that I? is faithfully flat 
over R. 
Let M be a filtered R-module with filtration FM and consider the follow- 
ing commutative diagram: 
M- RORA4 
where x,,i= Q,$, is the cenonical morphism and x,,(<@m)= (Q,,(m) and 
F( fi 0 R M) is defined as in the first section. 
3.1 I. LEMMA. ( 1 ) !f’ Q,,, is injectiw then i is injtv,tiw. 
(2) If’&, und a, urc irzjective then i(M) n F,,( k@, M) = i(F,,M) for 
ull n E Z; i.e., the mup i is strict. 
(3) For cp(k, M): G(l?)@c;,,o G(M)+ G(k@, M) L\‘C haw: 
(a) (p( d. M) is un i,somorphism und the gruded morphism G( x,~): 
G( f? OR M) + G(A) is N tnonomorphism. 
(b) If’ k .suti.Tfies the condition thut good ,filtrutions in k:fi.lt urc 
separuted then c4 +, is un isomorphism of k-modules in cuse FM is u good 
filtration. Consequentl~~ (2) holds too. 
Proc$ (1) Triuiul. 
(2) By (l), i is injective. From i(l;,,M)ci(M)nF,,(~iO.M) we 
derive the inclusions 
Q,,(F,,M)=x,~,i(F,;,M)ca,(i(M)nF,,(dg.M)) 
c Q,,,(M) n s~,,(F,,(~OR W) 
c Q ,%, (M ) n I;;, &if = Q ,,A F,, M ) = r ,\, i( F,, M 1 
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hence SI,~,~(F,,M)=~,,,(~(M)~ F,,(R@, M)). The injectivity of rM then 
entails the equality i( F,, M) = i(M) n F,,( I? OR M). 
(3) Since c(,~ is a filtered map in I?-filt we may consider the G(k)- 
linear maps 
G(M)? G(&3,,,, G’(M) <,q,d,,,r: G(b, Wg W&T G(M). 
One easily checks that I G,Ml = Ch,) p(R, Ml, hence q(ff, M) is a 
monomorphism, hence an isomorphism. On the other hand that G(r,) is 
monomorphic follows from the surjectivity of y7( /?, M), whence (a) follows. 
NOW let i and M be as in the announcement of (b). Then F(f?@, M) 
is a good filtration on the a-module I? OK M, hence it is separated. Sup- 
pose that :,$, is not injective, put 0 # T= Ker c(,~ and consider the induced 
FT by F( R OK M). We 0 = G(T) c G( I? OR M) because G(r,,,) is injective, 
so we arrive at a contradiction T= 0, or x,,, is injective. On the other hand, 
since FM is good the map rI, has to be surjective (see proof of 
Theorem 3.2(2)(c), hence an isomorphism. 1 
3.12. THEOREM. Let R he a ,filtered ring such that G(R) is kfi 
Noethrriun. Assume that I? i.u,f~ithfull~~ flat us a right R-module, then: 
( 1 ) Goocr’,filtrution.s in R-fi:lt me sqmutrd, hence F , R c J( F,, R). 
(2) R is Noetheriun. 
(3 ) R .sutisfi’es the lefi cornpurism condition. 
(4 ) Goodfi’ltrution induce good,fj:ltrutions, hence FR is Zuriskiun. 
Proof (1) Let ME R-filt have a good filtration FM and put 
N= nztz F,,M. Clearly N is an R-submodule of M. Since 
do, Nc I?@, M and F(l?@, M) being a good filtration (Lemma 1.2) it 
follows that d OR N c n ,, iQ F,,( R 0 R M) = 0 because FM is good and l? is 
Zariskian [LVO2, Example 31. Faithful flatness of i? over R then yields 
N = 0, i.e., FM is a separated filtration. 
(2) See the proof of Theorem 3.2(b). 
(3 ) Let N c M be filtered modules with good filtrations FN, FM resp. 
Then do, NC i?@, M have good filtrations F(f?@, N) and F(l?@, M) 
resp. Since we know that /? is Zariskian, there exists a positive M’E~? such 
that for all PIE& F,,(l?O, M)nR@, NC F,,+,,.(R@, N). By the flatness 
assumption we may consider the map i: N -+ l? OK N as the restriction of 
i: M+ !?a, M to N. 
From the lemma we now derive 
i(F,,M)ni(N)cF,,(fiO,M)nR@,NcF,,+,,.(d@.N) 
i(F,,M)ni(N)cF,,+,,.(~O.N)ni(N)=i(F,,+,,N). 
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Identifying N and i(N) as R-submodules of f? OR N we have 
F,, M n iv c F,, + 1, N for all n E z so the comparison condition (in general 
form) is satisfied. 
(4) Let Nan arbitrary R-submodule of M where FM is a good filtra- 
tion. Let FN be the filtration induced in N by FM. Then , since G(R) is left 
Noetherian, G(N) is finitely generated in G( R)-mod (since G(M) is). 
Say, G(N)=~~~,G(R)o(<,) with degg(<,)=k,, i=l,..., t. It is clear 
F,,Nc n ,,rt,Jx;=, F,, k,R-[,+F,,,N), for all rz~7!. Endow N’=C:=, R<, 
with the filtration FN’ defined by putting F,,N’= X:-I F,, ,,Rr,, for 
n E .Y7. By definition FN’ is a good filtration on N’. Using (1) and the fact 
that FN is induced by FM we arrive at F,, N c n,,,. 7( F,,N’ + F,,,N) c 
rj,,lFB(N’+ F,,,M) = N’ for all n~z. 
Consequently N = N’ and F,,N= N n F,, M = N’ n F,, M, for all 17 E z. 
Finally since I? @,< N’ OH M have good filtrations F( d OR N’), resp. 
F(l? OK M), and since R is Zariskian it follows from [ LV02. 
Theorem 3.3(iv)] that for all n E z we have F,,( do, N’) = 
n,,,.,(F,,(k@. N’)+ F,,,(k@, M)). Identifying N, N’ and M with i(N). 
i(N’) and i(M) resp. then the inclusions i( F,,N) c fi,,,,& -(i(F,,N’) + 
i(F,,,N)) = n,,,. z (F,,(k@, N)) + F,,,(I?@, M)) = F,,(I?@, N’) combined 
with the lemma yield that i( F,, N)) = i( F,, N) n i( N’) c F,,( R OK N’) = 
i( F,,N’). i.e., F,, N = F,, N’ for all n E 77. This establishes that the filtration 
induced on N is good. 
3.13. THEOREM. Let R he u ,filteretl ring with separated ,filtrution, then 
the ,follo,l~ing statetnents are equivalent: 
(1 ) G(R) is left Noetherian, R .suti~~fi’e.s the Ieyfi cornpurison condition, 
und Fm-,RcJ(F,,R). 
(2) G(R) is kft Noetherian mu’ l? is u,JNithfidiy flut right R-module. 
(3 ) R is u Zariski ring. 
(4) FR is u rudir*ul,fi’ltrution in the sense of [ AVVO]. i.e.. G(R) is kft 
Noetheriun, R suti~fl’es the comparison condition, and the clomre propert), 
n>ith respect to good ,filtrutions (or equivulent!,-: good ,filtrution.s ure 
separated ). 
Proof: ( 1 ) - (2). Follows from Theorem 3.2. 
(2) + (3). Follows from Theorem 3.12. 
(3)+(4). See [LVO2]. 
(4)*(l). Obvious. 1 
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